Heading to the Summer Olympics in Tokyo? Here’s what to pack!
Packing cubes
If you haven’t already invested in a pack of these lifesavers—now’s the time! Not
only do they help you get all of your essentials into one bag, but they also help you
stayed organized while you are abroad. Most 5-piece sets include one for shirts,
one for bottoms, one for accessories, one for dirty clothes, and one for all of your
Olympics souvenirs! Keeping everything organized in your suitcase and hotel room
will help you make the most of your time in the morning so you can maximize your
Olympics experience!
Sun Hats & Sunscreen
Tokyo is typically very sunny and hot during the summer months of July and
August, which means you will want to pack ample sun protection. Whether you
reapply sunscreen religiously, or prefer the shade of a hat or umbrella, you have
plenty of options for keeping sunburns at bay. Personally, I love lightweight and
breathable hats that I can easily toss in my suitcase or fold up into my day bag. Stay
extra cool with portable rechargeable fans that can be plugged into your phone or
carried around your neck.
Secure/anti-theft Travel Handbags
Amidst the celebrations leading up any Olympics events are safety concerns. While
the pros take care of terrorist-related security breaches, you’re on your own when it
comes to navigating the crowds on the streets. With big crowds of distracted
people, you should always do your best to plan for the worst by packing your day
bag as securely as possible. Lucky for you, clever bags like the Travelon Anti-Theft
Bag have compartments with RFID blocking cards, passports slots, slash-proof
construction, and adjustable. Cut-proof straps to help stop pickpockets in their
tracks so you can focus on enjoying your vacation!
You can take your security a step further with RFID Blocking Passport and Currency
Wallet’s to ensure you have a hassle-free experience in Tokyo.
Light Cotton Clothing
Not only will cotton clothing keep you cool in Tokyo’s blistering summer, but long
sleeve shirts will also give you protection from the sun and insects. Plus, if you left
room in your luggage for souvenirs, you can easily wash and re-wear cotton
clothing items!

